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Koch addresses controversial issues
Ken Nyberg
Voice Suff Writer
On Monday night former New
York City mayor Edward L Koch
concluded the 1990 Wooster For-
um lecture series in a crowded
McGaw Chapel with his speech
"The Clash and the Integration of
Cultures in New York City."
Beginning the speech, Koch said
that he defined himself as "a liberal
with sanity and claimed that it
was longevity" that caused- - his
election defeat after 12 years in of-
fice.
People did not think he was a
bad mayor, they simply got tired
of seeing the same face year after
year, Koch explained.
He also told the audience in
McGaw that he-- supported Presi--
dent Bush's veto against the Civil
Rights Bill because he is "against
quotas." -- Although the bill does
not explicitly mention, quotas,
Koch said, quotas will be the re-
sult if the bill is passed.
According to Koch, this bill
means that the only thing an ap-
plicant for a job (who feels dis-
criminated against) has to do is to "
show race and gender statistics, and
the hiring company will end up in
court, having the burden of proof
to show they have not discriminat-
ed.
Author McMillan speaks
about Southern issues
Susan Berry
Voice Staff Writer
Nefl R. McMillian, BJL, MA.,
PhD., author of Dark Journey
will give a lecture to the College
of Wooster on Tuesday, November
27. This public lecture will be
held at 730 pm in the Lean Lec-
ture Room in Wishart Hall.
Sponsored by the history depart-
ment, McMillian's topic is enti-
tled: "Remembrance and Healing:
Black Mississippi in the Age of
Jim Crow."
The basis of McMillian's lecture
will be on how we can heal our-
selves from the Mississippian
If it is passed, according to
Koch, companies will hire people
on the basis of race and gender sta-
tistics, rather than just take the
person most qualified for the job.
"Is that what America is . all
about?" Koch asked.
According to him, the conse-
quence of the Civil Rights Bill
would be that large corporations,
for example IBM, would move
from New York City, where more
than 50 percent of the applicant
pool are blacks and Hispanics. to
the Midwest, where blacks make
up 12 percent and Hispanics 8 per-
cent of the work force.
Another possibility, Koch said,
is that companies will move their
principal offices to the Midwest,
do their hiring there (based on the
' race and gender .statistics there),
and then transfer people to New
York.
This is possible since the bill
does not say that people must be
hired where they actually will be
working.
Another topic Koch addressed in
his lecture was the Immigration
Bill. At present, a person cannot
be granted U.S. citizenship (but,
as the speaker pointed out, he or
she can get a tourist or business
visa) if he or she suffers from tu- -.
berculosis, leprosy, syphilis or
white power system during the
Age of Jim Crow. Although he
will be using his book as a refer-
ence in bis discussion, McMillian
will also speak on what we can do
now to move on from the past.
McMillian's book. Dark Jour-
ney, is the winner of two impor-
tant awards. The first is one of
the most distinguished academic
awards in the scholastic arena. It
is the 1990 Bancroft Prize in
American History.
Secondly, Dark Journey re-
ceived the 1990 McLemore Prize
of the Mississippi Historical
AIDS. If the Immigration Bill is
passed, Koch said, AIDS would no
longer be considered "a communi-
cable disease, which it is."
"Why would we now become
the hospital of the world" for peo-
ple infected with the HIV virus,
Koch asked. He quoted figures say-
ing that medication and care for
AIDS patients cost the City of
New York $200 per person per
"year.
"Nobody is asked to pay a single
dollar for AZT", the former mayor
declared, adding that we of course
should have compassion and sym-
pathy for the victims of AIDS.
Koch also talked about the situa- - .
tion in the Middle East, compar-
ing Iraq with Nazi-Germa- ny in
1936 and Saddam Hussein with
Adolf Hitler in 1938.
He said that the international
community made a mistake by not
stopping Hitler back in 1936 or
1938.
"We should not make the same
mistake", Koch said. "Saddam
Hussein used poison gas on his
own people," he added, and
claimed that Hussein's use of poi-
son gas on "tens of thousands" of
Iranian soldiers was a major reason
why Iran agreed to end the decade-se- e
Koch: page 2
Computer Center charged with
illegally copying software
DaveRoyse
Voice Staff Writer
The director of Academic
Computing Services has answered
charges that the computer center
illegally copies software and is un-
derfunded to the point that its em-
ployees are overworked.
A former academic computing
services intern charged in his year-en- d
--report that the Service uses
pirated software, saying that the
College of Wooster could be taken
to court if a software publisher de-
cided to press charges.
The former intern also contended
that ACS is grossly underfunded.
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Former New York City Mayor Ed Koch spoke in McGaw Monday
night to end the 1990 forum series. (Photo Mike Pepper.)
and that the staff is asked to "do a
monumental job with a skeleton
staff."
The intern, John Scudder, in his
report to then-AC-S director Ches-
ter Andrews and to President Hen-
ry Copeland, detailed the lack of
funds which are available to ACS,
the chaotic nature of the campus
internetwork, and the overwhelm-
ing workload placed on interns ex-
pected to work forty-ho-ur weeks
for less than a living wage.
Scudder contends that ACS is
understaffed, and interns do not
have time to pursue academic en-
deavors because of their workload.
ACS, Scudder maintains, also ex
pected interns to use' their own ve-
hicles to deliver computers with-
out compensation for wear and tear
to the vehicles.
"Yes, Virginia, ACS uses pirat-
ed software. In fact, we use a lot
of pirated software.. .Whenever we
put a copy of a piece of software
on the Software Library and also
on a staff member's hard disk,
that's piracy, says Scuddder.
In his report, Scudder says the
only way copying software can be
legally done is if the College has a
site license to use the package on
multiple machines.
see ACS: page 2
Pace 2
Model for
character
Michael Dittman
Voice SiafT Writer
For someone who claims that
teaching is "-.- the most boring
thing in the world." Samuel Pick-
ering seems to do a good job of U.
Good enough that is, for Tom
Schulman, wriicr of the screenplay
for Dead Ports Society, to model
the character of progressive high
school English teacher John Keat-
ing after Pickering.
Schulman was a student of Pick-
ering's when he taught at the
Montgomery Bell Academy in
.
Tennessee. Schulman claims that
Pickering infused him with a deep
love of language and literature, and
that Keating's teaching methods
are mostly an accurate representa-
tion of Pickering's. -- '
However, Pickering claims just
the opposite in stating that much
of the character is not him and that
he really hasn't gotten a lot of al-
ien lion from the role's basis.
College of Wooster students
lrwill be given a chance to .decide
for themselves, because Samuel
Pickering will be visiting Wooster
as a scholar-in-residen- ce from No- -
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vembcr 23 to December 1.
Pickering is a professor of Eng-
lish at the University of Connecti-
cut as well, as the author, ptour
.
books, the most recent being Still
Life, which was published in late
spring.
Pickering, who spoke at last
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Dead Poets Society
the schcJar-in-residen- ce invitation
this year.
Mimi LeweDea, Assistant to the
Dean of Faculty, helped arrange
Pickering's visit. She states that
Pickering was asked to come be-
cause VJie is an inspiration as a
writer and teacher. We hope that
he will be able to pass on some of
his ability and expertise to the stu-
dents and faculty." - '
To further the goal of having
Pickering pass on his knowl-
edge, the Dean's office has ar-
ranged for Pickering to
be very accessible; In addition to
attending and speaking at a confer-
ence for high school English
teachers --at Woosier from 'Novfctn--
Ter-50t- o 'De&nj&sr'V-- ' I.
PickcrifTg-H- I b --ar Scheduled
meetings with faculty.- -
He will have open office hours,
will meet with at least four class-
es, and will sign copies of his
books in the Florence O. Wilson
bookstore. r .
"
--Xiu thd-Tue3day.-Ndvembr2- 7.
all students will receive a cepy of j
Samuel Pickering's --schedule.
Everyone is encouraged to meet
with him. '
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ACS: Software
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
I "We have very few such agreed
'
- meats." says Scudder. In the re-
port, be lists several software
packages that have been illegally
copied by ACS.
ACS director Carl Zimmer-
man does not deny that the com-
puter center illegally copied soft-
ware in the past. "We used to let
people,. .in the computer center try
out And there may have
been problems with certain
packages being illegally repro-
duced, said Zimmerman.
.
Now., trial software programs
have a built-i- n mechanism . which
causes, them to self-destru- ct on a
certain date, whether they are jhe
: original .or. a copy, according to --
Zimmerman. - -
"I Would hope "that these prob-
lems have been eliminated." stated
Zimmerman. The computer center
now. according to Zimmerman,
has site licenses to reproduce pro--
grams such as jhe. S AM yjrui pro- - -
raiffliffingram-a- s Atoms nrfips- - -
osaiy. ntd js Bitmvui'.j lo viirrav -
Afshafl Irani, a? current computer lhat' sholiia 'alleviaie the prob-cent-erintern, agreed. "To my lcnu- -
knowledge, the illegal copying
Koch: criticizes Dinkins
- - CONTINUED FROM PAGE! -
long war wiih Iraq.
The former mayor thought that
President Bush and the U.S.
should have responded to Iraq's at-
tack on Kuwait "in a reasonable
period of time" and that "we have
i passed the point where the Presi-
dent can unilaterally take action."
Returning to the issues of New
York City. Koch described Mayor
David Dinkins as "an honorable
man. a decent man. but he is not
JB Typewriter
"
--
-
er n
COPIES 40
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licenses puchased
does not go on." As to the charg-
es of employees being ova wot Led
- and underpaid. Irani says that ifs
difficult to say, because he is an
intern.
"I didn't take this job for the
money." said Irani. I took it for
. the experience and to see what I
wanted to do and so forth, and I
didnt have any expectations."
According to Zimmerman, in-
terns no longer can complain
about having to use their own cars
to deliver computers because, as
Scudder suggested they should,
ACS has stopped delivering com- -'
puters.
"-
- Interns still work forty-ho- ur
weeks; according to Irani. If his
"'sil'isfmMaetf by-t- ne hours
'worked, hS 'makes less thari'mini-mti- m
wage",-- ' but, he says, the
fringe benefits make up for the
low wage. Interns get a food and
housing allowance. .
The computer center is short of
employees, according to Irani.
But,'he-3ays,'tw- o assistant direc- -
torsanVteAg Hrftf infegSkys
3TmftHfif BierrfSeijifeins
doing the best job." and said that
there is a' lack' ofleadership in the
present city administration. !
He also faulted Dinkins for his
way of handling the conflict be-
tween blacks and Koreans, when
blacks boycotted Korean business-
es in a black neighborhood. Din-kin- s'
mistake, according to Koch,
was to say that "this could have
happened in any city."
Yes. it could have happened in
any city, Koch said, but it did
happen in New York.
Service & Sales
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Collegiate News
Quake t h r eate n s
southern Midwest
Linda Long
Collegiate Newi Editor
Earthquake Escape parties; It's
Not Our Fault galas; Vacation
give-away- s; Get-out-of-to-wn travel
offers-- all taking place on Decem-
ber 3. 1990. the day the "big one"
will supposedly hit the south cen-
tral portion of the country.
Predicted by 72-year-- old clima-tologi- st
Dr. Iben Browning, the
quake will occur on the 120-mi- le
New Madrid Fault, which starts in
southern Illinois and continues
through southeast Missouri, north-
west Tennessee and northeast Ar-
kansas.
The fault has not always been as
inactive as it now appears. It
caused two major quakes in 1811
and 1812, both of which were
.
measured atjover ?,Q onjhe Rich- -
ter acalek-Th- is fault, has been re-
sponsible for the recent tremors
measuring 4.6 and 2.6 on Sept. 26
and Oct 30.
The forth-comin- g quake is ex-
pected to measure at least a 7.0 on
the Richter scale. The quake that
devastated San Francisco in 1989
was 7.1.
Browning claims reliability on
this topic since be has predicted
four major quakes, two volcanoes
and a day with both an earthquake
and a volcanic eruption
He bases his predictions on the
cyclical forces of tides and gravity.
Eleven scientists recently worked
together to prove the validity of
Browning's methods. These scien-
tists have discredited Browning's
logic
Said Duncan Agnew of the Uni--
7 caused two ma-jor quakes in 1811
and 1812, both... at
over 8.0 on the
Richter scale."
versity of California at San Diego,
"You'd do just as well throwing
darts at a calendar."
Linda Dillman, program spe-
cialist for Southeast Missouri's
Center for Earthquake Study, said
she would not "bet the farm" on a
quake on Dec. 3. but added that
. "we are due for a damaging' quake."
Both Agnew and Dillman hope
that if the quake does not occur as
predicted, that colleges and univer-
sities in the area affected will focus
on the ability of the school to
withstand a major quake, and on
improving earthquake prepared-
ness.
Many schools are taking the
prediction so seriously that school
has been cancelled in many coun-
ties of Arkansas, Missouri and
Kentucky. Many colleges also an-
nounced that they were suspending
classes for Dec 3 and 4. j
Although this prediction has
heightened awareness of the poten-
tial of a major quake, "some stu-
dents aren't taking it seriously,"
said Bart Schofield, a student at
Murray. State University in Ken-
tucky.
According to Vicki Nenninger, a
student at Southeast Missouri
State University, "One of our resi-
dence halls sits on the fault, but
most students are taking the atti-
tude: if it happens, it happens."
VISA INFORMATION SERVICE
B-- 1, B-- 2, E-- 1. E-- 2
F--1, H-- 1, J-- 1, L-- 1
The foregoing visas vary according to their requirements and
conditions, a few examples: Mandating a return to the country of
origin, employment authorization, conducting business activities
among many various terms.
A Lecture Presentation on U.S. Visas: Terms & Conditions
Date: December 15, 1990, 2:00PM
Place: Wooster Inn
Ticket price: . $25.00; $30.00 for payment received three days before
lecture date, to order send check or money order with
return address to:
V.I.S
2394 Saybrook-Roa- d
University Heights, Ohio 44118
Frank J. Crasso, Esq., Director of Visa Information Service, has been a practicing attorney
for ten years and is a researcher, writer and educator. B.S. Case Western Reserve
University, Ohio; J.D. University of San Diego, Sj.
Certificate from the Institute of International and Comparative Law, Paris, France.
Speaking in tongues:
Students break kissing record
College Press Services. Special to the Voice
Manakato State University students broke the world record for the
most couples kissing at one time on Oct 24. The event, sponsored by
the student paper, The Reporter, and called the MSU Pucker Breaker,
defeated the record established by Syracuse University.
Television camera crews and officals circulated through the cowd to
make sure all couples kissed on the lips and stayed lip-lock- ed for at
least 10 seconds.
The event was part of a Homecoming celebration, and featured 566
participants forming 288 kissing couples. The record set by Syracuse
was made with 400 kissers last summer.
Student participant John Westrum said.Tongues were flying every-
where. Finally we did something festive for Homecoming. Whoever
thought it up was pretty ingenious."
Students are currently waiting the final word from the Guiness Book
of World Records to discover if their accomplishment is official.
Budget one step from reality
Linda Long
Collegiate News Editor
On Oct 27, Congress approved
a new budget that will exempt
undergraduate and graduate tui-
tion benefits from federal income
taxes, reform the federal student
loan 'program and increase the
cost of a six-pa- ck of beer.
The new budget is designed to
trim the federal deficit by $500
billion over the next five years
through a series of tax increases
and spending cuts.
One of the significant changes
in this proposal over the status
quo is that students no longer are
required to pay taxes on tuition --
benifits paid for them by employ-
ers, or to them in return for cam-
pus work they do.
Money for student loans will
also not be made available to the
recipient until 30 days after class-
es begin. Additionally, any col-
lege or university with a default
rate of over 35 percent will be
tCllJMiiKlVI
lT
dropped from the guaranteed student
loan program in an effort to decrease
the number of defaults on federal
student loans. '
The budget also limits the amount
of money wealthy taxpayers can
claim as deductions. This proposal
worries college administrators, who .
fear that alumni will not give as
much if the donations are not fully
tax-ded- uc table.
Over all, the budget proposal cuts .
$40.1 billion from this year's bud-
get and $492 billion over the next
five years. The House passed it in a
:t28-20- 0 vote, with the Senate then
voting 54-4- 5.
President Bush has said that he
will sign the proposal, although he
objects to parts of it.
"I don't think anyone believes it
is a perfect budget," said Jim Nel-
son, secretary of the American Uni-
versity staff and a member of the In-
tegrated Response Against Taxing
Education. "This bill is the best we
could expect out of this Congress
and White House."
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Inside
Koch ruins seminar work
Question.-- Whose interest does it
serve?
In the case of the forum event
last Monday night, the lecture ob-
viously served the purposes of Ed
Koch. He spoke with 12 years'
experience persuading opinions in
NYC Old habits die hard.
It has become apparent after
Monday night that the answer to
the question in regards to first-ye- ar
seminar is that it serves the party
line. That party line is anti-raci- st,
anti-sexis- t, "liberal"
thought.
Koch never claimed to give all
the facts or "right" answers and
gave his side of issues. That was
obvious at least to me. But then I
have been at Wooster for three
years and been indoctrinated.
To paraphrase the thoughts of a
few campus leaders, Koch ruined
Column
AMY HOLLANDER
Voice Editor
"all of our months of hard work
in seminar."
At least the hard work was not
ruined on me: I know that I am
supposed to think and believe that ,
Koch is wrong. j
In regards to incoming first-year- s,
maybe it would be in every-- 1
'
one's best interest to add an asterik
to the claim of diversity at Woost-
er. It could read something like:
Wooster is a campus that wel-
comes diversity in terms of the
culture and background of its stu-
dents, and seminar will indoctri-
nate you on the proper perspective
on diversity.
ifH FAR EAST AUDIO
V
.
, til W. Liberty SI.. WoesUr. Ohio 44691
Quality Hi-- Fi Audio and Video Equipment
Yamaha JVC Sony
Quality Hi-- Fi Home Speakers
folk Audio BoseQuality Autosound Systems
Yamaha Pioneer JVC Hifonics
"We do our own installations."
Repair of all brands of stereo equipment
Complete line of audio and video accessories
including Maxell and TDK tapes
10 off items not already discounted
with College of Wooster ID
Far East Audio-Wher- e Quality Is Not Expensive
Hours: Monday-lhursda- y y:JUAM-:uur'- M
Friday 9:30AM-9:00P- M
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Viewpoints
Koch: is he not
I wish to address the comment
that a black studies professor made
at Ed Koch's speech. This teacher
(I don't know his name) said basi-
cally that we as a student body
should not listen to Mr. Koch as
he is not qualified to teach us. In-
stead, we should go take black
studies courses from the College.
Now, I am not an expert on any-
thing that Koch talked about my-
self, but I believe that one can
learn from anyone, any speaker.
Knowledge can be found in
speeches by Hitler or by Mandela,
neither of whom were experts on
life in New York City.
I believe that Ed Koch is an ex
Reaction to
Liberal Diverse. Two words
commonly used to describe the
College of Wooster. I wonder, af-
ter hearing the reactions to Ed
Koch, how we can possibly say
this of ourselves. I am not saying
that I liked what Koch had to say,
please do not misread this. " '
What disturbs me is the vast
number of people who believed
Koch did not have the right to
speak here, as many of the discus-
sions I have heard stated.
I have always been educated that .
part of being liberal is the exten-
sion of the Constitutional freedom
of speech to ALL persons and
groups, regardless of how popular
or unpopular their beliefs may be.
This freedom is taken so seri-
ously that the ACLU defends the
Letters
qualified to talk about NYC blacks?
pert on life in New York, because
he was mayor for twelve years.
He pulled the city out of social
and economic crises and put the
city back on its feet. I grew up
knowing no other mayor. I was
eight when he first took office, so
I like Koch, but I don't always
agree with him. I always learn
from him.
When this professor cut in line,
hekept me from asking my ques-
tion. I didn't say anything because
I knew what it would look like.
We as a college must remember
that the forum is for the students
(specifically the first-year- s, but all
Koch: Diversity questioned
rights of Nazis, communists, and
other such unpopular groups.
We may find what they have to
say amoral or unacceptable, but
does that mean they don't have the
same extension of freedom as we
Diversity is defined in Webster's
New Riverside Dictionary as
"difference, variety." In order to be
a "diverse" campus, we must admit
that all opinions have a place, no
matter what point on the political
spectrum they occupy.
Students tore down signs for a
campus organization, the College
Republicans.
When I argued that Koch had a
right to speak here. I was called a
"fascist", "Nazi", "racist" and even
worse names not suitable for print
students in general) to learn, not
for the professors to air their dis-
content
And this professor's telling Koch
that he is not qualified to talk
about black life in New Yorkis
this because he's truly not qualified
or because Koch is white? If it's
the latter-is- nt that racism? I don't
think that I should make mat deci-
sion.
My question that I didnt get to
ask? What's the I in Edward I.
Koch stand for? Irving. See I
learned something.
Drew Nicholson
Wooster Student
ing. All because I think that he
had a First Amendment right to
free speech.
If this were a widely conserva-- r
tive school, such as Centre Col-
lege in Kentucky Koch would
have received the welcome we here
extended to Angela Davis. Davis,
however, would have been treated
the same as we treated Koch.
I find it amazing that a diverse,
liberal study body would tear
down signs for a College Republi-
cans meeting, and declare that
someone should not be allowed to
speak.
What's next? Burning unpopu-
lar books ?
Linda Long
Wooster Student
rirwwm
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Former
It was supposed to be le grande
finale of the forum series. Ed
Koch, former mayor of New York
City (a celebrity, mind you), was
here to speak about the "clash and
integration" of cultures in his
hometown.
For a reported $15,000-20,00-0
fee, he gave a 35 minute-lon- g
speech and "answered" questions
from the audience, largely talking
about his own great achievements
and David Dinkins faults (but he
was generous enough to call Din-ki- ns
"honorable" and "decent").
True, as one of my friends
WVN outlet for
student involvement
I am writing in response to Lin-
da Long's article in last week's
Voice, "Avenues for student in
volvement." In reading the article
I was dismayed to find that the
Wooster Volunteer Network was
not mentioned as one of "the pri-
mary outlets currently open" for
. student involvement and empower--
,to belittle any of the groups men-
tioned, but simply to point out
what I see as oversight in not in-
cluding the Network.
The Wooster Volunteer Network
represents over 600 students who
are involved in approximately 40
student organizations participating
in volunteer activities and promot-
ing social awareness on campus
and in the community.
. The Network itself and each of
the individual organizations under
its umbrella are student run and di-
rected.
I think that students in the Net-
work dispel the myth that students
have no power on this campus. A
visible example of this are the five
campus houses that the Habitat for
Humanity chapter on campus
worked to save from their planned
destruction in preparation for the
building of Luce Hall.
Another obvious example is the
recycling program which started
with the concerns of students in
E.C.O.S. and Myers house in a
modest recycling-- effort and has
grown to a campus-wid- e, institu- -
fScholarships, Fellowships,
& Grants:
Ed's Services
Box 3006
Boston, MA 02130
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Mayor Koch : Thanks for nothing, Ed
pointed out, Koch gave "the other
point of view" about racism and
sexism. But he did it in his very
own way, with the "forthright
opinions" and "straightforward
manner" that have made him so fa-
mous.
The truth is that he offended and
hurt people, talking about poor
black neighborhoods being full of
"alcoholics" and "drug addicts."
He interrupted students who tried
to ask him some serious ques-
tions.
When one person came up with
an inconvenient question for Koch,
tionally-supporte- d recycling pro-gram- as
a-direcLres-
ult of student ef--
forts, concern; and work.; f-- "?
' ' More recently', on 'the fronf page
of the same issue of the Voice in
which Linda Long's article appeared,
the headline article was about the Is-
sue 4 debate which Den6 House, a
Volunteer Network organization,
conceived and sponsored.- -
It should also be mentioneiPthat
?tliderils ofIoteeidlyhat
too many programs here at - " ;
the College of Wooster fail to do,
and that is they dealt with a com-
plex issue through bringing differ-
ent sides of that issue to campus.
Articles in the same issue of .the
'canned food drive, the Dxfam iast,
and the play "Home is Where."
Students in the Wooster Volunteer
Network are actively involved in
all of these events.
There are a multitude of
"avenues for student involvement"
through the Network.
Students can and do make a dif-
ference on our campus and in our
community through involvement
in the Wooster Volunteer Net-
work.
Chris Drake
WVN intern
Editor's Note: The Wooster Vol-
unteer Network was not included
in Linda Long's article due to un-
intentional oversight.
Don't Throw Shoes
Wooster's Comedy
Improv troupe
Pine Street Cafe
Friday, November 16,
9 p.m.
Letters
the great statesman simply ignored
him and said "Next!"
Koch is the kind of person who
goes on and on about his own pre-
cious opinion, entirely ignoring
any other point of view.
He simply won't take in any ar-
guments from the other side, and
contradicts himself. For example,
talking about the situation in the
Middle East, he supported a mili-
tary action against Saddam Husse-
in.
Well, he is of course entitled to
have his opinion as everybody
else, but two minutes later, he said
.0
Friday. November 16
SWEATER SALE: Elegant Passage Lowry Center 10 am-- 7
HAPPY HOUR: The Underground 4-- 7 pm
VIDEO: Hunt for Red October The Underground 7:30 pm
.PCTIOKAR(ffaiaJndergrotid :$Q 'pm - - - ;
DJ: Pbob&:rBG::TherUnder
Saturday. November 17
FILM: The Muppet Movie Mat'eer 7:30 pm 10 pm
THEATER: Home is Where
Freelander Theater 8 pm
DJ:;WCWS --Wrap-up of
S-iYrfda- fv November' "'1 8:
FILM: The Muppet 'Movie
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that one should never use violence,
no matter how good the cause is.
. The former mayor keeps making
degrading comments about people,
While emphasizing what a great
gay he is himself. When will peo-
ple realize his complete lack of
credibility?
i I know very well that I might
not be the best judge of that, since
I am an international student who
arrived to the U.S. two months
ago. But it didn't take very long
for me, listening to Koch's lec-
ture, to see how completely out-of-li- ne
he is.
The Underground Railway
canned food drive. The Underground
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The difference between Koch
and, say, Paula Rothenberg, is
that while Rothenberg is filled up
with trie importance of her mes-
sage about racism and sexism,
Koch is filled up with the impor-
tance of Ed Koch.
I went to McGaw as an admir-
er, but when I got out, all I felt
was dismay. This was really an
anticlimax of an otherwise very
good lecture series. Thanks for
nothing, Ed.
Kenneth S. Ny berg
Wooster Student
pm
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and other commentary must be addressed to The Wooster
Voice, C-- 3 187, The College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio
44691, (216) 263-259- 8.
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Letters Expectations: Ed Koch met them;
omega speaks out on letter Wooster's audience didn't
I am an Omega, but I am writ-
ing abut the controversy surround-
ing the Omega letter as my own
view. If you have a problem sep-
arating my view from the group's
view as many people seem to
have, then don't read this.
People look for fault almost as
if there is a reward for finding it.
Where are all the people to praise
our group when something good
happens?
Besides all this there is the as-
pect of adding to the social life
here at Woo. It's amazing how at
our parties I see some people who
condemn either Greeks or just our
section. If you don't like our sec-
tion then stop coming over and
drinking for tree,
- It is unfortunate that this had to
happen, but these women men-
tioned in the newsletter did not
press charges as far as I know.
People say that these women did
not complain because they would
suffer repercussions from the Ome-
gas. If you think for a minute that
the school offered these women
nothing less than two years' free
tuition and round-the-cloc- k protec-
tion for giving the administration
ammunition to prosecute against
the Omegas, then think again.
Is the school going to adopt a
policy to punish all who speak
negatively about others? I guess
we just got caught writing what
other people talk about.
The alumni letter was meant for
alumni. It was not a letter meant
Ignorant forum questions
are an embarrassment
We are writing to express our dis-
gust concerning the behavior of
certain students during the question
and answer sessions that follow
the forum events. We are embar-
rassed, as fellow students, because
of the ignorance and laziness of
students who ask uninformed ques-
tions.
Students who ask questions
without first finding out some
minimal background information
are an embarrassment to the Col-
lege of Wooster. We see no bene-
fit from these questions other than
the self-satisfacti-on of these stu-
dents hearing their own voices
over the sound system in McGaw.
If the sole intent of the students
is to draw attention towards irrele-
vant issues simply because they
take personal interest in them.
for viewing by the general public
nor even all the alumni, for that
matter. I believe that the school's
sense of how much to punish us is
a little off.
They are punishing us with the
seeming intent to extinguish our
group by ordering one member to
leave for the remainder of the first
semester and demanding our presi-
dent to relinquish himself from his
position. They have another thing
coming, though, if they think that
we are going to sit back and let
this happen.
My last point is that The Col-
lege of Wooster is so liberal that it
is conservative. I understand that
coming to College exposes one to
many views, but who the hell says
that I have to take those views.
Who is to tell me that I can't be an
ism? I won't discuss the claims of
our being racist because that is ri-
diculous.
Instead, of punishing, let us de-
cide what is humorous or offen-
sive or if it is humorously offen-
sive. One person's humor may be
another person's ism. but is Ms--.
Murphy or anyone else out there
the one to tell which is which.
If you want to change someone's
point of view you must work with
them, not go on a crusade and try
to wipe them out of existence as it
would seem Ms. Murphy wishes
to do.
Travis Mover
Wooster Student
than perhaps they should find a
soap box elsewhere and not waste
our time and the time of oui
guests. If the students do not have
something relevant and interesting
to add, then they should not make
fools of themselves by asking use-
less questions.
These question and answer ses-
sions should ideally be used to
,
clarify issues discussed by the
speaker, as well as introducing per--
tinent information that the speaker
,
may have overlooked andor bla
tantly ignored.
In the future, it is our sincere
hope that our peers put forth a
little more effort in preparing their
questions.
Tom Turriff and John Mallon
Wooster Students
I'm going to anger a lot of liberals, a lot of anti-racis- ts, and a lot of
feminists with this column. It's a column in defense of Koch's lec-
ture, and against an audience which I believe stooped to all new levels
of immaturity at the College of
I support very little of Ed Koch's ideas: his ideal" attack and domi
nation of Kuwait, the situation between Koreans and African-America- ns
in New York City, the new policy concerning AIDS
However, the content of his
After attending five fall forum
hold for speakers at Wooster. A
critically. A speaker should initiate discussion and active participation.
audience. Ed Koch was interesting. He was ooinionated. His Dersrective was uniauc to this fall forum ser
ies. He addressed issues which are
iheme.
AND. he was honest about his
Koch himself told us that he "no
New York politics, he feels "free"
This is what we expected. This
I Wooster s forum guidelines that a
Or conservative? Or Democratic?
When Angela Davis was expected on campus, many of us scoffed
horrible to have a communist on
we asked. And we were right. But
I live, democratic, political speaker on
I was surprised when a Wooster
Koch s lecture to tell students about
I dents have since said that Koch undermined and destroyed everything
mg to do this year.
But Ed Koch was paid to present
Irs not like Koch was giving us our
Ireans and the Afrkan-America- ns in
Yes, I question a lot of Koch s
never presume to tell him. or anyone else for that matter, that he does
Begging students to take black
I
hissing at Koch's opinions on single-pare- nt families in New York are a travesty to liberal movements every-
where, are in direct contradiction to Wooster's theme and a liberal arts education.
In my five years here at Wooster
Some have been perceived to be
blacks, against whites, and against
If the forum and the first-ye- ar seminar is about difference, about diversity, about power, then we need to un--
I demand all points of view on the
into our own political camps. There
I We must learn the strengths and weaknesses of not only our allies, but
As I left the forum event this past
stance on Kuwait, on many of his
hiring "quotas." But, most of all, I was angry at our audience, an audience which made me ashamed to beIon
a member of the Wooster community.
Murphy fighting racism; not Spohn
First I would like to apologize
to Jeanene Spohn as she seems to
have felt that my letter to the edi-
tor in the November 2 paper was
an attack on her personally. I did
not say. and I have never thought,
that Spohn supported the harmful
attitudes I spoke of - another look
at my letter would clarify this.
Second, I would like to respond
to her suggestion to me: "If you
want to get the problem of racism
and sexism taken care of, then put
one foot in front of the other and
do something about it." I agree
with this statement.
I have long been walking the
winding road towards social change
Wooster
forum is not my topic of discussion.
series, there are a lot of expectations I
speaker should challenge us to think
(or should be) important to us aU.
intentions. Professor Terry Kershaw
longer has any obligations." He told
to express his opinions.
is what we requested. This is what
speaker must spout a certain party
Or Republican? Of course not.
campus. "What happened to diversity?" and "Where's your opened mind?
then where do we get off questioning the validity of having a conserva
campus?
professor chose to cut in line during
the misinformation that Koch was
that
his views on mainstream issues, not
first information on Kuwait. not
New York hasn't made an awful lot of
opinions. Yes, I challenge them. Yes.
studies in order to correct the misinformation which Koch presented and
there have been a lot of speakers who have angered McGaw audiences.
boring; some have been perceived to
men. NEVER before have I heard a
issues which the theme is addressing, not just those that happen to fall
is much to be learned from all points of view, even misinformed ones.
Monday night I was angry at Koch's
"super power" opinions of the United
- toward eradicating racism, sex-
ism, class ism, homophobia - and
my previous letter was another at-
tempt at raising awareness.
As I stated before, I beiieve that
the harmful attitudes, the ignor-
ance, and the insensitivity to dif-
ference that surfaced in the form of
the Omega newsletter cannot be
dismissed as irrelevant to our com-
munity. Please let me clarify; I
am speaking of addressing campus-wid- e
attitudes, not individual peo-
ple or organizations.
A coalition of students is form-
ing to create constructive ways to
deal with these attitudes in the
form of education, policy changes
V
1 Inside
Out
&
Upside
Down
William Van Cleave
A speaker should interest his or her
He was relevant He addressed the
told us that Koch was controversial.
us that, since his retirement from
we got. Does it say somewhere in
line? That he or she must be liberal?
at those students who thought it was
the question-and- - answer session of
giving us, surprised that so many stu
the first-ye- ar seminar has been try
to give us Dbjcctiyenews coverage..
like the situation between the Ko- -
newspaper headlines? "!
I disagree with them. But I would
not have the right to express them.
discriminate against women, against
Wooster audience hiss at a speaker.
our opponents as well.
oppressive views of family, at his
States, of his misleading opinions
and more. We are tentatively call-
ing ourselves die Alliance Against
Prejudice and we include, but are
not limited to, people from such
organizations as the Student Gov-
ernment Association, the Interna-
tional Students Association, Stu-
dents for Peace Through Action,
Inter - Section Council, Inter --
Club Council, the Women's Re-
source Center, the Women's Ath-
letic Association, the Black Stu-
dent Association, Lambda Woost-
er, and many more.
Here ends my correspondence in
the Voice about this subject . .
Heather Murphy
Wooster Student
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Arts
Gospel Choir holds Thansltgiving celebration
Masankho K. Banda
Voice Suff Writer
The name of the concert is "A
Celebration of Thanksgiving", and
the performers, none other than the
College of Wooster's Gospel
Choir, will be joined by the .
Cleveland Heights High Gospel
Choir and the Wright Family'
Singers.
Yes. the fall concert that we
have all been waiting for is finally
here. This Friday, November 16,
at 8:15 pjn., McGaw Chapel will
be filled with the mesmerizing
sound of three gospel choirs.
The College of Wooster's Gos-
pel Choir, ably led by its director.
of three years, Willie Wright Jr.
and accompanied by accomplished
pianist George Pearson, will be
opening for its two guests. -
The Cleveland Heights High
Choir, which is comprised of 100
members, is led by William Tar-
tar and was founded by Willie
Wright when he was in high
school. The Wright Family Sing-
ers are a semi-professio- nal gospel
choir also from Cleveland.
They have performed here before
and their sound is delightful and
uplifting. We welcome both our
guests to the College and wish
them a pleasant and rewarding vis-
it.
Admission to the concert is free.
but in joining forces with WCWS.
the Wooster Volunteer Network
and various other organizations on
campus, the choir is asking for do--,
nations of toiletries and canned
food items.
There will be large plastic con-
tainers at the entrance of McGaw
to collect donations that will be
distributed through local service
agencies to the hungry and home-
less in the nearby areas.
There is no better way to praise
than to combine such praise with
extending a helping hand to those
in our society who through no
fault of their own are less fortunate
than we are.
Wright, the director of the
Wooste r feat ti red in f i I m
Kim Douglass
.Voice Newi Editor
Bishop's production includes a
--
. .
-
... jcastof 25 plus extras, and an en--
I
--ryt 9H1 nvurtvt nrvtetni? wtisely student .operated - technical
' Hollywood rrodaaers have, not 1 crew; of four people.-- - .Y
chosen the College of Wooster as
the site for a new film. But sen-
ior Andy Bishop has. Ever since
Bishop, a theater communications
major, decided last spring mat for
his senior LS. he would write and
produce a film to "present college
relationships in a black comedy."
the phrase lights, camera, action"
has taken on new meaning for the
college community.
"Airheart," the title of Bishop's
film, was written over the summer
following approval from both the
theater and communications depart-
ments. Using funds from the
Hughes Foundation, the theater de-
partment, and his own pocket.
Bishop has constructed what he de-
scribes as a "good student produc-
tion, but not professional."
Bishop has been filming around
campus since October, and plans
to complete shooting by the week
after Thanksgiving, after which he
win begin the editing process. The
scheduled viewing time of
"Airheart" is February 28 - March
2.
Says Bishop. "One of the neat
things about this is that it's being
filmed only by students on this
campus, and the cast includes stu-
dents, faculty, and administration.
We've been filming all over cam-
pus: Galpin, Armington, Kauke,
Lowry. We've even used the Zetas
and campus security in the film."
Wooster's campus is being used
by Bishop as the setting for Ame-
lia Earhart University, in a society
where women are considered super-
ior to men. The film focuses on
the relationship between a woman
named Lori, played by Karen
drick, and a : man . named .Tim,
played by Geoff O'Brien.
Says Cordrick, "The film ques-
tions what it would be like for a
man to go out on a date in a socie-
ty where women are considered su-
perior to men. It asks whether
this is fantasy, tragedy, or self re-
alization."
According to Bishop, the film is
a comedy because of the role rever-
sals that take place. This is re-
flected most clearly in the charac-
ters themselves. Says O'Brien,
"Tim is basically naive, struggling
with his and his society's ideas
about sex."
Cordrick describes her character
as "aggressive, a charming manip-
ulator." Says Cordrick, "People
on campus like her. She thinks
she has a strong sense of her sexu-
ality, but she doesn't really."
Bishop stresses, however, that the
video is not meant solely to en-
tertain his audience.
Part of Bishop's project win be
a pretest and a post test that be
will give his audiences before and
after they view the video. Says
Bishop, "This is a media message
design model. The tests wfll eval-
uate the video, the medium, and
..the script. It will challenge peo- -.
pie's ideas about relationships." '
Rod Korba, professor of com-
munications and Bishop's LS. ad-
visor, is excited about the project.
"It's not just entertainment It's
meant to challenge and indirectly
manipulate the barriers people
have in social structures."
Korba notes that this is the first
time a student has attempted such
a project in four years, and says it
is "fraught with academic credibili-
ty. We think that Andy is the
ideal candidate in the right time
and the right place, to do an LS.
that has not only a creative com-
ponent, but also a social, psycho-
logical analysis of that creative ef-
fort.
; Some would say that an LS. on
the media is too vocational. Our
notion is that you have an electron
microscope in the biology depart-
ment which is a device through
which to study the world.
In this department we like that a
student is using a camera to look
at and construct reality in a similar
"way.
Both Bishop and Cordrick are ac-
tive members of Wooster's theater
department, and have noticed the
dramatic differences between stage
acting and film acting.
Says Cordrick, "Film is much
less rewarding than theater. You
see Bishop: page 8
choir, is very excited about this
fall's concert. The gospel choir
continues to grow in size, now
haying 43 members. Wright con-
tinues to praise the choir for all its
hard work.
Jo him, out of all the choirs
that he has directed, the gospel
choir has been his most rewarding.
This is because he has been able
to break barriers and develop a
sound which is unique.
The program for Friday provides
an exciting mixture of old favor-
ites such as "Precious Lord" and
"Revelation 19," along with new
songs like "Having You There."
The conceit will end with the
College of Wooster Gospel Choir
and the Cleveland Heights High
Choir doing a joint rendition of
"When All God's Children get To-
gether."
The gospel choir has acquired a
unique sound, a sound that is truly
their own and one of which they
can truly be proud. Together with
their guests from Cleveland,
McGaw will this Friday be filled
with the glorious sound of praise.
You owe it to yourselves to
come and join them this Friday
evening and don't forget to bring
your donation. You can make a
difference in someone's life.
Thanksgiving is the operative
word. Make it contagious and
spread it around
In and Around Wooster
Shawn Perry, Voice Arts Editor
The 1991 Raymond Carver Short Story Contest is
sponsored by Humboldt State University and is open to all writers liv-
ing in the United States. First prize will be $500 and publication in
Toyon 91, the Humboldt State University literary magazine. Second
prize wiU be $250. Stories must be no more than 25 pages typed,
double-- spaced, and with a title on the first page of the story. Two
copies of each story must be submitted and photocopies are accepta-
ble. Author's name must not appear on manuscript.
Type name, address, phone number and title of story on two cover
sheets and attach to each copy of manuscript The entry fee is $7JO
per story and submissions must be postmarked no later than Novem-
ber 19, 1990. Mail entries to: Raymond Carver Short Story Contest,
English Dept. Humboldt State University, Areata, California 95521-495- 7.
Entrants will NOT be notified of receipt of manuscript unless a
self-address-ed, stamped envelope accompanies the manuscripts.
The Toledo Museum of Art will present Impressionism:
Selections from Five American Museums starting September 30 and
running through November 25. The exhibition illustrates the history
of this period beginning in the 1860's and features 80 paintings and
sculptures by 21 of the most celebrated Impressionist artists including
Degas, van Gogh, Monet, Renoir, and Gauguin. The exhibition has
enjoyed record-breakin- g attendance at its showings and is a joint-organiz- ed
project conceived by The Carnegie Museum of Art,
Pittsburgh; The Minneapolis Institute of Arts; The Nelson-Atki-ns
Museum of Art, Kansas City, The St. Louis Art Museum; and The
Toledo Museum of Art
Beginning October 27, the American Photography: 1839-190- 0
exhibit wiU be presented. This major survey of almost 200 photo-
graphs presents the first 50 years of American photography. Photog-
raphers included are Southworth & Hawes, Matthew Brady, John Hill-er- s,
and many others. For information on exhibition tickets or group
tours, can (419) 243-700- 0. '
DOMTNOS PIZZA SPECIAL
Medium Cheese Pizza
For $3.99
or
Large Cheese Pizza
For $5.99
For Free Delivery Call 264-980- 0
Additional Toppings Extra JX
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Jojo's new shoes or Jojo, a
In the back of a Cmdnani Per-tin- 'i
steak and pancake boose sat
Jonathan Richman, pondering
some sort of omelet and enjoying
some light conversation. His
only tour companion, an acoustic
guitar sat in cool-dow-n phase
there in the aisle. In that same
aisle stood myself and a recently
made friend, adoration in our eyes
(for Jonathan, that is). Stricken
with a not unexpected lack of
conversation starters, we managed
to get out a couple of lame com-
pliments before offering him a
pen and our concert tickets, hop-
ing against hope that be would
take it as an autograph request and
not an attempt to get our money
back for the show.
Tm really glad you liked it, I
was worried that I was getting
boring up there tonight. Sore I
give autographs, ytnow why?
Cause I don't want people to be
afraid to come up and talk to me.
Here, have one of my business
cards." Thus spake Jonathan,
heretofore the most coherent con-
versation Fve ever had with a per
sonal idoL Why a personal idol?
Well kids. 111 ten ya.
It an began when the guys next
door turned me on to Jonathan
Richman and the Modern Lovers.
Like Timothy Jr., I was a little
IearyuhXeery of the sudafed
laced vocals and the unconven-
tional approach to lyrics. But the
band did a better Velvet Under-
ground than the Velvet Under-
ground did, and those words got
under my skin. Forsaking such
inflated nonsense as poetic
rhythm and rhyme and metaphor.
Jojo laid it all out: "I called this
number three times, already, to
day, but I got scared and I put it
ATTENTION
SENIORS!
Are you interested
in working in
Chicago
after graduation?
Then come to the
Work Chicago Job
Fair
January 3 & 4, 1991
To participate your
resume must be
submitted to CD&P
by Wednesday 1128
back in place (I put my phone
back in place)." No confusion
here. Or how about "Four
o'clock in the afternoon in the
Fenway I got my heart in my
hands, I understand a girlfriend" ?
It gives one paws, ..oh, , pause.
I grew a little place in my heart
for the work of Jonathan Rich-ma- n,
and as time went on, I
knocked out a wall and added a
porch, and a den with a half-bat- h.
Then I saw him play at Cincinat-ti'-s
Bogart's. Bobbing back and
forth like a row of public pool
bouys just two feet away from
his two feet my friends and I wit-
nessed the spectacle of a man
even more human than on the
record. We never really knew he
was serious till we saw him get-
ting off on his own songs as
much as we were. He spent most
of the time grinning, punctuating
the performance with mocking
looks of seriousness and angelic
piety. What a guy! If you have a
choice between Jonathan and any-
body other than, perhaps, Ray
Charles, Jojo's yer man. Besides,
youH get a better seat.
But that's not what I wanted to
tell you (for those of you who
made it this far, poke your friends
and tell them you found the point
of this column, they'll be anxious
to know.) Ysee kids, Jonathan's
got a new disc out, "Jonathan
Goes Country". I know, it hasn't
even been a year since I plugged
last year's "Jonathan Richman".
but I sincerely believe there isn't
one person who would not like
this album just a little.
In a bold new venture, Jonathan
sets his songs in cowboy boots,
of Wranglers. It's a natural match
The Wooster Voice November 16, 1990
testimonial
Allergic Reactions
and
Carbonated Lungs
Greg Home
if ever there was one. Not only
that, but this very well maybe the
only country album ever made in
which the singer never apologizes
for anything or has any regrets or
pent-u-p guilt feelings that mani-
fest themselves in drunken brawls
and solo serenades. It's a feel-goo- d
country album!
As usual, Jonathan sings a lot
about his wife and the unshakeable
stability-o- f their marriage even in
the face of door-to-do- or gossip
("Neighbors"). But he also con-
jures up nostalgia for the old days
("Comer Store"), and takes a defi-
ant stand in support of public
transportation ("You're Crazy for
Taking the Bus".) My favorite is
the high gear exploration of eques-
trian tendencies that kicks off the
album like a pair of gleaming
spurs in a cloud of dust ("Since
She Started to Ride".)
What really makes this disc tick
is the flawless Nashville playing
of the back-u- p musicians. The
songs hearken back to better days
before keyboards and drum ma-
chines, and the steel guitar playing
of Tom Brum ley has universal sig-
nificance. So yes, Jojo looks just
fine in his new red suede boots,
and they don't even lack any brea-ki- n'
in. Looks like we got our-
selves a brand new, bonafide sin-gi-n'
cowboy. Adios, amigos. Tm
ridin' into the sunset. Woohoo!!!
bombadeeeda, bombadeeeda.
The Wooster Inn
- Additional 10 Discount
From 5-- 8 PM, Thanksgiving.
Your home away from home.
Treat yourself to Thanksgiving Dinner.
New! 24-ho- ur FAX service. 216-264-99- 51.
Owned and Operated by the College of Wooster
Dining Room Hours
Weekdays 7 a.m. - 2 p.m.
5:30 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Sundays 7 ajn. - 11 a.m.
11:30 ajn. - 8 p.m.
Reservations Suggested (216) 264-234- 1
Student Discount
Luso House talent
show to benefit charity
Masanhko K. Banda
Voice Staff Writer
This fall, in what has become a
tradition, the Luso House fine and
performing arts program, together
with People to People Ministries
and the Mother Hale House of
New York, will be sponsoring a
benefit talent show.
The show will be held in
McGaw Chapel this Sunday and
will start at 7:30 pjn. There will
be no charge, but donations (in-ki-nd
or cash) can be made at the
door and those who wish can make
pledges, which can be collected at
a later date.
Acts will include short skits,
juggling, African and Caribbean
dancing, vocal and instrumental 2
selections, stand-o- p comedy and
many others. Both faculty and stu-
dents will be performing. '
The members of the excellent
comedy troupe Don't Throw
Shoes are going to be emcees for
the show. Come for all the acts
and if that is not possible, then
please corrte'fc'as 'iry:aVou j
can. '
To help you in deciding, here is
a list of all the performers and the
order they will be appearing in the
show :
1. Paul Decoster & Paul Bosky
Rap -- Wooster style
2. Freezer Burn Future
chartbustin band ' '
3. Christopher Chamberlin & Gre--'
gory Home Guitarpiano duo --
Hot!!
4. Jenny McCreight
Spellbinding Monologue
5. Christi Johnson
Bishop:
featured
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7
can't get the momentum of a
crowd and of the moment. On the
other hand, in some ways it's easi-
er. There's less pressure and you
can do one shot again and again
and again until it's perfect."
Bishop agrees. "There's no in-
stant gratification in film. But
then, you can do one scene so
many different ways and so you
don't have to make one choice.
Everything's more natural, and the
little things become important."
Bishop plans to pursue his inter-
est in film .by applying q a.num-- .
Mesmerizing vocals
6. Kevin Wilkin, Alicia Allen
SongGuitar folk trio
& Heather Brandstetter
7. John McCrory
Deep Poetry
8. Karen Campbell &.
Masankho K. Banda
Caribbean Dancing
9. Manhew Teg" Smith
VocalsBagpipe duo
& Colleen McFarland
10. Craig Hanson
Electrifying pianovocals
11. Timothy Russell
& Dave Kime
Side splittin comedy
12. Matt Williams
Vocal
& Christopher Chamberlin
13. Bunny and the Chia Pets
Exciting campus band
14. Jeremy Shaver
Vocals & guitar
15. Peter Hoops
Piano solo magic
16. Christopher Chamberlin
VocalPianoGuitar
& Marc Rummenie
17. Masankho K. Banda
Dancermatic
18. Clarke McFariane
Juggling to music
By attending this show, which
promises to be very exciting, you
can make a difference. Your contri-
bution can feed a hungry stomach
and provide clothing for someone
who otherwise would not have
clothing.
You can also ease the pain and
suffering of a baby abandoned by
parents addicted to drugs or born
addicted to drugs or afflicted with
AIDS.
students
in film
ber of prestigious film schools.
Says Korba. "We like our under-
graduates to publish. Submitting
Andy's script to Student Film
Festivals is tantamount to Andy's
publishing. With that under his
belt as an undergraduate, it would
show schools that he can design as
well as write. This is Wooster's
gift to it's students - it's ability to
prepare them."
Says Cordrick, This film is
very relative to what's going on
on this campus right now. Men
and women are going to be able to
look on the screen and see them-
selves. They'll be able to say,
.That is rac!".
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Summary of Judicial Board Gases - Semester II, 1989-9-0
The following is a brief explana
tion of The College of Wooster
Judicial system, and a summary of
the cases adjudicated daring the
second semester of the 1989-9- 0 ac-
ademic year. The Judicial Board
submits this report to Campus
Council for publication in the
Voice to provide the campus com- -
knunity with information regarding
she College Judicial system and
(the ways in which unacceptable
Ibehaviors are addressed.
ChargesHearings
Any member of the campus
community may bring charges
pgainst a student member of the
community by contacting the
(Chairperson of the Judicial Board
lor through a member of the Dean
lof Student's staff.
Aj3J2jjgrj2fjl22ij2CfiJj2lLi
) January 31. 1990
C) February 14. 1990
cbrtud .M orbt.-icas- M SI
3) March 19. 1990
4) March 28. 1990
5. 6. 7) April 11,1990
Cases 5,6, and 7 were heard on the
same dale and represent three separ-
ate cases.
k) April 16. 1990
9) April 27,1990
0) April 30. 1990
Staff or the Dean's Staff may bring
a case of suspected violation of the
Codes of Social Responsibility or
Academic Integrity to the attention
of the Judicial Board Chair.
Any individual who is alleged to
have violated either of the Codes is
notified in writing by the Chair of
the charge(s) being brought against
himher.
In accordance with the Code, a
hearing must then be held to deter-
mine innocence or guilt. An indi-
vidual has the option of having
hisher case heard by the Judicial
Board or by a panel of Dean of
Student's Staff members.
A student who chooses not to
contest the charges may plead
guilty and have the Dean of Stu-
dents assign an appropriate sanc- -
parg es
Section I. Part C (2 counts); Sec
tion IV. Part AJ2Jb. of The Code
pf Social Responsibility student
faas charged for allegedly breaking
a residence hall door window and
ijsjfjgBjfijjjiajciasjcjgd
thargesrSection I, Part C; Section
V, Part A.l. and A.2.b.;
Section VII of --The. Codeof So- -,
Icial Responsibility student was
charged with allegedly stealing a
ibowling ball from Scot Lanes
while intoxicated. The bowling
ball was returned to Scot Lanes.
Section I. Part C; Section VTI of
The Code of Social
Responsibility-- - student charged
with allegedly taking some
contents from a broken vending
Imyhmff in a refridence hall.
Section I, Part C; Section VII of
The Code of Social Responsibili-
ty student charged with allegedly
breaking vending machine in a res--
idence hall and taking consents.
Section VJJ of The Code of Social
Responsibility student charged
with alleged theft of cleaning cart
contents from aCoIlege build-- g.
Eid Cart and contents were recov- -
Section L Part C; Section IV, Part .
A.b. of The Code of Social Re
sponsibility student charged
with damaging a window in a resi
dence hall while intoxicated.
Section IV, Part B of The Code of
Social Responsibility student
charged with allegedly smoking
marijuana in a residence hall room.
the right to a formal hearing.
,
The Dean of Students, however,
reserves the right to turn a case
back to the Panel of Deans or the
Judicial Board for adjudication.
Composition of the
Hearing Boards
The Judicial Board is a panel of
twelve students. The 1989-9- 0
members were David Dring, Moni-
ca Hansen, Kelli Holmes, Greg
Hoskins, Vishal Jain, Bani Kgosa-n- a.
Alisha Miller, Todd Musgrove,
Sean Pickett, Jamie Wallace and
Jennifer Young. The two al-
ternate student members for 1989-9- 0
were Michelle Brittain and
Mark Goodman.
The four faculty representatives
were Richard Bromund, Daniel
Calhoun, Debra Shostak and David
JJJJHnSjjfXjUSIJjlJSOjaclUSJl
Hearing Type
Judicial Board
Judicial Board
Dean of Students
Judicial Board
Dean of Students
Dean of Students
Dean of Students
Lester Burke, Tim Clark, Kathy
SaboL Sylvia Young.
The two administrative members
included Paul Hammerness, who is
the student Chairperson of the
Board and Sophie Wisniewski,
who serves as the advisor to the
group.
The board is responsible for
hearing cases regarding alleged in-
fractions of the Code of Social Re-
sponsibility and the Code of Aca-
demic Integrity, The Scot's Key.
Students who are interested in
serving on the Judicial Board apply
through the Student Government
Association in the spring semes-
ter.
Following an interview process,
student members are appointed to
the Board for a one or a two year
Outcome
Section I. Part C - guilty (1
count), not guilty (1 count); Sec
tion IV, Part A.2.b - guilty.
Section I, Part C: guilty; Section
I, Part A.1 - not guilty; Section I,
Part Au2.b. - guilty; Section VII -
guilty.
Section I, Part C-- guilty; Section
VH-guil- ty.
Section I. Part C - guilty; Section
VH - guilty.
Section VJJ - guilty.
Section I, Part C - guilty; Section
IV, Part A.2.b. - guilty.
Section IV, Part B - guilty.
term by the President of the Stu-
dent Government Association.
Students who serve on the Judi
cial Board hear cases, and also act
as Hearing Counselors for the ac-
cused or accuser.
Hearing Counselors assist the
accused and accuser in preparing I
for the judicial hearing and serve I
only as a support person to the ac--l
cused and accuser throughout
adjudication process.
Faculty members on the Board
are appointed by the Commit
on Committees and staff members!
are appointed by the President of
the College. The Panel of Deans I
representatives were appointed on j
case-by-ca- se basis from the
of Students Staff by the Dean of
Students.
SanctionAnneal
Conduct probation for 1989-1990- ,1
individual alcohol assessment,!
i
twenty
. .
hours of service with the
College's Building and Mainte
nance Division.
Recorded disciplinary probation fori
two semesters, participation in I
Chemical Awareness Program, a
meeting with Associate Dean of
Students.
Request to participate in Theat
productions required for the majc
was granted. Recorded
Disciplinary Probation upheld as
jaaijgrjjfjgcrd
Required to perform five hours of I
community service with a soci
service agency in the community.
Reimbursement for damage tol
College property and stolen
erty.
Conduct Probation for 1990-199- 1.
Attendance at a Chemical Av
ness Workshop sponsored at
College by Wayne County
holism Service, reimbursement fori
damage to College Property.
Attendance at a Chemical Av
ness Workshop sponsored at
College by Wayne County Ale
holism Service, Conduct Proba
tion for Semester 1, 1990-199- 1.
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Summary of Judicial Board Cases - Semester I, 1990-9- 1
CaseDate
3) August 15, 1990
2) September 8, 1990
The composition of the Judicial.
Board for 1990-9-1 includes repre-
sentation by students, faculty and
staff. The student members of the
IJudicial Board for 1990-9- 1 are
Sberrie dayborne, Peter Falcone.
Jamie Harrell. Carrie Jenkins. Mo--
halabani Kgosana, Joanne McAa--
lis. Dan Manyindo, Lynne
'McMaster. Alisha Miller. Kaihy
"Rose, and James Wallace. Marya
Cross is an alternate member of
LAW V.
I The faculty members serving on
ihe Judicial Board and on Deans
taff bearings (as assigned) are
Bell. Nan N"jchois. Kevin
nape and David Wilkin.
3) September 9. 1990
) September 11.1990
P) October 19.1990
Charges
Section VII - student charged wixh
alleged theft and use of College
meal sticker.
Section I, Part B; Section DC. Part
A. Part B.6., Part C2. of The
Code of Social Responsibility
an organization was charged for
publication of a document which
allegedly included use of sexist
Language in violation of the Code.
The administrative members for
this year include Chip Booth. Lisa
Coleman. Chris Drake and Kathy
SaboL
Hearings formerly titled "Panel
of Deans" are now titled Dean's
Staff Hearings and may include
representation by members of the
the faculty who serve on the Judi-
cial Board.
Hearing board members for the
Dean's staff cases are selected on a
case-by-ca- se basis.
The following cases represent
those Judicial cases which have
been heard prior to the fall break of
this academic year.
Section L Part B; Section DC, Part
A. Part CJ2. of The Code of So-
cial Responsibility a student
was charged for authoring
an article which appeared in an
organization newsletter which al-
legedly included use of sexist lan-
guage in violation of the Code.
Section I, Part B; Section DC. Part
A. Part BA, Part C2. of The
Code of Social Responsibility a
student was charged for authoring
an article which appeared in an or-
ganization newsletter which alleg-
edly included use of sexist and ra-
cist language in violation of the
Code.
Section I. Part C and Section VU
of the Code of Social Responsibil
ity student allegedly stole mon
ey from College office over a sev-
eral week period
Hearing Type
Dean of Students
Dean's Staff Hearing
bean's Staff Hearing
Dean's Staff Hearing
Dean of Students
tutcome
VII - guilty.
L Part B: guilty; Section
Part A: guilty; Section DC.
B.6.:guilty; Section DC, Part
'z guilty.
i J, Part B: not guilty; Sec--
ion DC, Part A: guilty. Section
C, Part C2.:guilty.
Section I. Part B .guilty; Section
DC, Part Arguilty; Section DC, Part
B.6.:guilty; Section DC, Part
C2.:guilty.
ction I. Part C guilty and Sec--
VD guilty.
SanctionAppeal
Recorded Disciplinary Probation I
for one full semester,
I reimbursement for meals eaten, I
I send letter of apology to
apiiounatc party.
Require committee comprised of J
organization members to plan fourl
educational programs on racism
and sexism which are to be pre-- 1
seated once per month during so--1
mester JJ of this academic year.
All organization members are
quired to attend these programs,!
the content of which must be pre--
approved by the Assistant Dean of I
Students. The organization must!
also permanently incorporate pro--1
grams on racismsexism into!
i i i v. I i
approved by the Assistant Dean of
Students. The current President
and Alumni Director were required I
to step down and are not to hold
any office in the organization dur
ing the remainder of this academic I
year. Rushpledge activities werel
eliminated for 1990-199- 1; and the
group was placed on Probation I
through end of semester I of the
1991-9- 2 academic year.
Appeal: President of the organizaH
on appealed requirement that he--
step down, the decision of the
Dean's Staff panel was upheld.
Suspension for four consecutive
weekends, participate as a membc
of the planning committee for edu--
rational programs regarding topic
of racism and sexism to be spon-- l
sored by organization of wnici
person is a member.
Suspension from the College for
the remainder of Semester L Must
submit a statement addressing ac-
tivities pursued and knowledge
gained in developing an increased
understanding of race and gender
issues. Upon return to the College
is required to participate in a com
bination of two or more activities I
which deal with race and gender is--1
sues.
AppealReview: The sanction was
appealed based on severity, the de--l
cisxn of the Dean s Staff Heanm
Board was upheld.
Recorded Disciplinary Probatior
for remainder of Semester I of I
1990-9- 1 academic year and '
duct Probation through the end
Semester JJ 1990-9-1. Also re
quired to pay back the full amount
lof the money taken or to work 34
work hours in a position approved
by the Dean of Students. Repay- -
fcnent or work hours to be selected I
by November 2
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Feature
Romestant chosen leader of the month
Kelli Holmes
Special to the Voice
Editor's Note: The following fea-
ture article is titled, "Leader of the
Month," as selected by LEAD, a
group of students dedicated to pro-
moting Leader Education And De-
velopment at the College.
"Mary, Mary, Why Ya Bug-gin- ?"
asks a popular song heard
on The College of Wooster cam-
pus. Mary Romestant, also
known as "Buggin'claims her en-
thusiasm is because she, "never
dreamed of being the captain of her
college soccer team." v . ..' u
But dreams do come true and
Mary and her co-capta-in. Dot Ver-bugg-e,
have led the women's soc-
cer team to their best record ever
(12-4-- 3) and their well-deserv- ed
title of Conference Co-Cham- ps.
The members of LEAD have
chosen Romestant to be the ,
Newsservices
Special to the Voice
What is the most important fac-
tor in a college graduate's job
search?.
Hint: It may not be technical ex-
pertise any more.
Recent graduates of the College
believe their ability to write effec-
tively, more than any other skill
or achievement, helped them land
the jobs they wanted. '.
A survey of Wooster's 1989
graduates.' published recently by
the College's Office of Career De-
velopment and Placement, asked
those student who went directly
into the work force after gradua-
tion to assess the factors they
thought were important in their
employers' decisions to hire them.
Written communication was
listed as either "very important" or
"important" by 90 percent of the
118 respondents.
Work experience internship was
next with 85 percent of the re-
spondents selecting either "very
important" or "important." ,
Participation in off-camp- us
study was seen as the least impor-
tant factor to employers by partici
,
Mary Romestant
"Leader of the Month" at The Col-
lege of Wooster.
Romestant began her soccer ca-
reer at' the age of nine and has
played all positions on the field.
Wr i 1 1en co m m un i ca t ions key
to successful job search
pants in the survey.
"The emphasis on communica-
tion, both written and verbal, is
consistent with what we are hear-
ing from many employers," said
Hoyte Wilhelm, director of career
development and placement
Wilhelm added, "In the early
1980's, it was different. Many
employers were seeking individu-
als with strong technical skills.
Today, most employers are look-
ing for graduates who can commu-
nicate effectively and have the apti-
tude to learn the technical skills
necessary for success in the partic-
ular job.
"The increased attention to writ-
ten communication is particularly
helpful to Wooster graduates be-
cause of the College's requirement
for a senior thesis."
The survey of Wooster's 1989
graduates also indicated that the
job hunters believed interview
preparation, clarity of career goals,
and the liberal arts background
were important factors to their em-
ployers while the particular disci-
pline in which they did their major 1
academic work and the perceived
reputation of the college they at-
tended were less important.
!
including goalie. She now starts
in the front line as forward. Some
of Romestant's proudest accom-
plishments include three years on
the All-Confere- nce team and her
recent selection to two all-tournam- ent
teams.
Romestant is not just an excel-
lent player, however, as she was
chosen by her teammates and
coach to serve as a role model and
liason between the players and
coaches. Michael Jordan of the
Chicago Bulls has been one of
Romestant's most admired sports
figures, not only because of his
outstanding athletic abilities, but
also because of his exemplary atti
tude toward athletics in general,
i Romestant's leadership style is
similarly-base- d on leading by set-
ting an example and motivating
. her teammates. When asked what
.
traits are necessary for a successful
leader, Romestant claims an effec-
tive leader is honest, responsible.
and dependable.
She also stated, though, that the
qualities needed for effective leader-
ship depend on the situation and
the group to be led.
Romestant, a senior from Rich-
field, Ohio, is a communication
studies major at the college. In
addition to her responsibilities
i with the soccer team, Romestant
has been a representative to the
Student Government Association,
the Women's Athletic Associa-.tio- n,
and the Women's Admission
Program.
She also is an active member of
Zeta Phi Gamma, one of the more
recently-forme-d social clubs on
. campus.
Romestant attributes much of
the team's success this, season to
the soccer talent that Wooster has
(
recruited in recent years. Such re--'
sources are useless, however, until
- they are pulled together by the ef-
forts of strong leadership, like that
provided by Romestant and the
other veterans on the team.
Romestant has learned that be-
ing a leader is a definite challenge
and believes that one of the most
difficult aspects of being co-capt- ain
of the women's soccer
team has been that her role is not
well-define- d. But the rewards of
such a challenge are worth the sac-
rifice.
Romestant's position has in-
creased her self-confiden- ce and giv-
en her the. knowledge that what
she is doing is worthwhile.
"People look up to you," she
states, "and it makes you do your
best on and off the field."
Romestant does not hesitate to
state that, "the future of women's
, soccer at The College of Wooster
is incredible!" Ohio is quickly be-
coming one of the strongest states
for Division in women's soccer
and Romestant envisions Wooster
as one of the powerhouses of this
new tradition.
WCWS receives a facelift
Emily Silverman
Voice Staff Writer
Anyone who has never been to
see WCWS, the College's radio
station, should go to the second
floor of Wishart and take a look.
The station recently had a much
needed facelift and is looking and
sounding better than ever.
According to Andy Gardner, a
junior and the station's assistant
general manager, two of the sta-
tion's three studios have been re-
modeled.
The production studio is now
where the news studio was, and
vice-vers- a. Both have been reno- -
vated, and Gardner said that some
compact disc shelving will hope-
fully be built in the main studio.
Renovations have included new
carpet on the studios' walls and
floors, new furniture and equip-
ment for the production studio and
logos on the walls of the main
studio and outside the station.
WCWS program manager John Mallon sits in the newly renovated
Studio in Wishart Hall. (Photo by Mike Pepper.)
Funding for the renovations Gardner observed that the renova- -
came from the money allotted the
station by the College, and the el-
ectronic and technical work was
done by Herman Gibbs, the sta-
tion's chief engineer.
Classifieds
tions have resulted in "a more effi-
cient use of space," improved
acoustics, and increased ease in
recording material and interviews.
NEED ROOMMATE: Call Rex Stype, 262-533- 1
WANTED: Part-tim- e campus sales rep. $15-$2- 0 per hour. Call 1-800-472- -3782.
Graduate Services, Box 14249, E. Providence, RI 02914.
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Wooster tailback Brian Grandison (20) rushed for 153 yards on 29
attempts against Denison. (Photo by Chris ta Hicks)
Football season ends
with loss to Big Red
John Morrow
Voice Spnra Editor
The Fighting Scots football"
team played their season finale last
week against the Denison Big
Red. Although the game was
close throughout the first three
quarters, the game slipped away
from the Scots in the fourth quar-
ter, and the Big Red prevailed 24-1- 2.
The Scots were shaken on the
first play of the game, when Deni-son- 's
Dirk Bitters returned the
kickoff for 70 yards. With the Big
Red on the Wooster 26-yar-d line,
the Scots were in a bad position to
defend against the famous single-win-g
offense of Denison.
The Scots, not fooled by the de-
ceptive and tricky Denison of-
fense, were able to keep the Big
Red out of the endzone. Denison
did get three points on a 22-ya- rd
field goaL
On the ensuing drive, Wooster
put together their own scoring
drive. The Scots were having
trouble moving the ball, but Deni-
son commited two penalties for
two first downs and 26 yards.
The Scots took advantage of
these mistakes and a fourth down
conversion to drive the ball into
the endzone on a two-yar-d run by
tailback Brian Grandison.
The Scots' lead did not last long.
Denison utilized their offense su-
perbly and scored a touchdown af
ter an 80-yar- d drive; that took six
minutes off the clock. - Denison --
led after the first quarter 10--7.
Wooster was the only .team to
score in the second quarter. The
Scots gained possession of the
ball when defensive end TJ. Mal-lo- ry
recovered a fumble in Deni-
son territory.
The Scots worked the ball down
to the nine-yar- d line, enabling i
kicker Greg Sayle to make a 26- -
yard field goal. The field goal tied
the score at 10-1- 0.
The Scots failed to score on
their own in the second half. The
Scots were presented with two
field goal opportunities, and they
missed them both. On the initial
drive of the second half, the Scots
drove the ball 76 yards down the
field.
However, the Scots failed to
convert the attempted field goal be-
cause of a bad snap. On another
third quarter drive, Sayle wai wide
right on his 28-ya- rd attempt
The Wooster defense contained
the Big Red offense very effective-se- e
Football: page 13
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Sports
Men's basketball rallies
behind returning starters
BurtKeipcr
Voice Sports Writer
November always marks the of-
ficial beginning of a new basket-
ball season. Wooster's men's bas-
ketball team has already spent sev-
eral weeks in preparation to con-
tinue their winning tradition.
Coach Steve Moore is once
again leading the charge in his
fourth year as head coach. Coach
Moore has compiled a 55-2-6 over-
all record in his four-ye- ar career at
Wooster, including the nation's
best defensive team in the 1988-8- 9
season.
The coaching staff is' rounded ait
by Rick Hewitt, serving" his "sec-
ond year wiih the Scots, and Mike
Worrell, a new face among the
team's masterminds.
Coach WorreH will begin his
first year as a Wooster assistant,
after enjoying previous success at
Urbana College and Ashland CoK
lege; .- - : i-r-- fA &rl? ?i fivnk
Having only graduated two
players from the 1989-9- 0 season,
the Fighting Scots will have
many experienced athletes return-
ing for action, including four of
five starters from last season...
Senior captains Mark Stanley
and Tim Souther land will carry
much of the burden this season,-- ,
Southerland, a defensive specialist,
will return as one of the North
Coast Athletic Conference's best
defensive players. He will repeat-
edly be asked to thwart the fire
power of the league's top scorers.'
Stanley, a fierce and fiery com-
petitor, will draw much attention
from the opponents' defense. Mark
will be seen riddling the oppo-
nents with long-rang- e shooting. :'
Southerland and Stanley will be
joined on the court by juniors ,
Stan Aukamp and Eric Riebe, two
All-Conferen- ce selections from the
1989-9- 0 season. Aukamp, an ex-
plosive 6'9" center, will anchor
the paint for the Scots.
Last season, Aukamp lead the
team in rebounds and blocked
shots and was the most feared big
man in the NCAC Riebe will
join Stanley in the backcourt pro-
viding a double threat to oppo-
nents in terms of perimeter scor-
ing.
Last year, Riebe was the
league's leading three-poi- nt shoot-
er, hitiing 55 percent of his at-
tempts behind the arc.
Sophomore Brian Buchanan will
round out the starting five. Last
season,- - Buchanan served as the
sixth man providing consistent
play off the bench. This year, he
will be the "swing man" providing
the strength and aggressiveness in-
side and soft shooting touch on
the perimeter, ......
...--
,
LPayid- - Gprge,.a.juniocJcenier,
!will come off the bench to relieve
'. Aukamp. George will be needed
to play aggressive post defensive
and to clear both the offensive and
defensive boards. His contribution
will be integral to the Fighting
Scots' success.
.
First-yea- rs Doug Meinene and
llamasdShojfd, jft.iyegr
'underclassiings, .. wunaccompany
George off the bench' providing
depth at the guard and forward
spots, respectively. Bench play
will be crucial to the Scots' suc-
cess this season.
In the preseason poll, the Fight- -
ing Scots are picked to finish sec-- :'
pnd iiv the NCAC, Wittenberg
' predicted to win the conference
this year.
The NCAC is an excellent con--
ference with many good teams, "
said Coach Moore. "There are
many games before the champion-
ship will be decided. However,
winning the title is our primary
goal. We have a tough pre-confere- nce
schedule with many dif-
ficult road games. This should
give us an idea of what we are ca-
pable of doing."
Senior co-capta- in Southerland
strongly believes in the team con-
cept. "In order for us to be an ex-
cellent team, we must work hard
and play as one unit," said South-
erland. "This means that I must
dartp're than olajr defense Erich,
and Mark must do more than'
shoot, and Stan must do more
than rebound. All five players
must be able to do these things
game after game."
"Bench play is crucial to any
team's success, " added Stanley.:
"I'm confident that our bench can
game.
on toe course oTui
The Fighting Scots open their
season today at the Great Lakes
Shootout at John Carroll Univer-
sity. Game time is 2 p.m. against
Emory and Henry College.' - The
Scots will also play on Saturday
arid Sunday- - at John Carroll, but
' time hizrk. yet to "be announced. ;
.-
-
.
'
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.
.
:
;
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Four of the five starters from last years basketball team win return
for the 1990-9- 1 season. The four returning starters are Eric Riebe
(12), Stan Aukamp(50). Tim Southerland, and Mark Stanley (14).
(photo by Mike Pepper)
Interested in learning African Jazz?
The C.O.W. Dance Company is having a dance class
Tuesday, November .271990 in McGaw
No experience necessary, Sponsored by SGA
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It's -- so simple. Women's basketball prepares for (90-'9- 1 season
Robb's Rap
Robb DcGraw
- It's so simple. John Morrow,
our illustrious Sports Editor
pulls me aside after class and
says, "Hey, wanna write for the
sports page?" It's not that I have
nothing better to do than lag be-
hind sweaty athletes in the locker
room, or chase down a coach for
a thought provoking quote ..."Do
a column," he said, "it's so sim
ple."
However fond I am of all the
local action, I haven't had the
time to stay on top of who's on
top. Maybe I could be so bold as
to say I didn't even know Bob
Ahley won the Ohio Central Ba
sin Steelheader fishing tourna-
ment last week, until John gra
ciously told me. (By the way.
Bob won for the second year in a
row by catching three fish totall-
ing 78 inches. He claims it was
his lures that did the trick).
As a "non-nativ- e" of the Buck
eye state, IVe realized that it's dif--
fcptf,lf riot1 enlmpossible'.
to remain oouvious iu wc umo
sporting scene. But I guess when
the Browns lose 42--0 in Cleve-
land, even folks in Albuquerque
find out. But what strikes my
funny bone is not that the
Browns are 2--7 for the season.
that they fired their coach Bud
Carson, or have the scrawniest
offensive line in town (wimpier
than most division HI schools),
for me it's that they can't exce- -
cute the simplest play of the
game.
Divers excited
Jen Pope
'Voice Sports Writer
The Wooster divers have always
played an important role in the
impressive Wooster swim team
record. This year should be no ex-
ception.
Diving coach Rich Blough says
he is looking for the divers to all
have impressive seasons. Accord-
ing to Blough, Bill "the diver"
Kanzinger should repeat his All-Confere- nce
performance of last
year by again placing in the top
three.
Kanzinger has only been diving
for a short time and has accom-
plished a great deal. The soccer
player turned diver has been a valu
':)
Sports Columnist Rob DeGraw
displays the proper form to kick
a ball. John Morrow holds the
bal for DeGraw as several fans
look on with amazement,
(Photo by M3ce Pepper)
While I confess that Tm no Ian
Banda on the turf, I must admit
that I have the coordination to
kick the ball. It's so simple.
Just go to your nearest neighbor
hood playground, and youll be
amazed at how well a 10 year old
can kick the ball. Obviously
these kids have something the
Browns haven't got
In the past three games the
Cleveland Browns have fumbled
four crucial field goal attempts.
It's amazing to me mat a guy like
Mike Morris gets paid (probably
tn the six-dig- it range)1 to-b- e a
'
"long snapper" or that Mike Pag-
et has a salary as a "professional
ball holder." Who are these
guys kidding? They show no
more talent (and recently much
less) than a squad of second-strin- g
little leaguers.
Why are the Browns having
such a difficult time kicking the
ball? How can this be so tough:
Someone yells "hike," the center
snaps the ball, the holder catches
the ball and the kicker kicks
iL.so why can't the Brown's get
it together? It's so simple.
about season
able addition to the men's team.
The women's diving competition
in the NCAC is some of the
toughest in Division in according
to Blough. Four of the top eight
divers at nationals last year were
from our conference, including the
champion.
Still, Blough expects Kristin
Beemick to place in the top ten
and Jen Clement and Anne Bryant
to place in the top 12. The fourth
woman diver, Becky Mullan, is
"new to diving and still getting the
mechanics" says Blough but he
expects her to improve with time
and become a valuable competitor.
There are rumors that one of the
swimmers, Wade Gibson, will be
jdiyingasweU.
Karyn Powers
Voice Sports Writer
Not only did the Lady Scots bas-
ketball team compile its most suc-
cessful record to date last year (20-6-),
but they also captured both the
North Coast Athletic Conference
North Division title and the
NCAC tournament championship
along with having four players se-
lected to the All-NCA- C team.
"Of course every game is a big
one and every team is ready to play
us," said Coach Chris Hart.
The Lady Scots have ten return-
ing players, losing just two start-
ers from last year, Stephanie Port-
er and LaWanda CrawL
Crawl will be a difficult player
to replace with an average of 1 1.7
points and 6.4 rebounds per game
and Woostar's only first-tea- m all-confere- nce
selection.
Key figures for this year's team
will be center Amy Aukamp, who
led the team in scoring (13.S
points per game) and in rebound
Football:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12
ly. Denison mounted one good
drive in the fourth quarter. The
drive resulted in a touchdown by
the Big Red, and the lead of 17-1- 0.
The Scots fought back, but did
not capitalize on their own scoring
opportunities. After driving down
to the Denison 14-ya- rd line,
Wooster failed on two attempts to
ing (8.5 per game) and was also a
member of the second-tea- m all-NCA- C.
Aukamp, the only senior on this
year's squad, will also be serving
as one of the tri-capta- ins along
with juniors Christy Evans and
Coretta Jones.
At the helm of the Lady Scots
.
offense will be Evans, who as
point guard averaged 9.4 points
and 4.9 rebounds per game. As a
sophomore, she was named to the
all-confere-
nce team, honorable
mention for the second consecutive
year.
Fellow teammate Coretta Jones'
consistency and averages of 9.5
PPG and 43 RPG should prove to
"be a cornerstone to the team as
she returns to her starting posi-
tion.
Six foot starter LaSonya Crawl
was another All-NCA- C honorable
mention selection in her first year
on the team. As a forward. Crawl
looks to add depth to both the of-
fense and defense, being second in
ends season
gain four yards for the first down.
Denison gained possession after
Wooster 'failed to ' convert its
fourth down opportunity. The
Wooster defense contained Deni-
son so well that the Big Red in-
tentionally ran out of the endzone
for a safety.
In doing so, the Big Red was in
a better position to free kick the
ball to the Fighting Scots.
rebounding (7.6 per game) and
" third in scoring (10.7) last year.
Other returning players include
juniors Amanda Bemeking, Chris
Brown, Deb Gardner and Tracy
Paul and sophomore Tammy Ber-g- er
(an All-NCA- C honorable men-
tion on the champion Lady Scot
soccer team).
The three newcomers are sopho-
more Lisa Cabot, and first-yea-rs
Lisa Horwedel and Bridget Smoot
Pre-seas- on will come to a close
this weekend when the Lady Scots
take to the road to play in the
Malone Invitational.
Coach Hart said, "We're excited
about this weekend. I think the .
team is ready to finally play some-
one else besides ourselves. This'
tournament will also allow us to
set some short-ter-m goals to start
the season with. If we win this
tourney then we'll be ready to
come back and take on the confer-
ence."
see Ball: page 14
3-- 7
wooster was in a nice position
to take the lead, but the last three
Wooster possessions resulted in
interceptions. Denison also killed
any hopes of a Wooster comeback
with a 38-ya-rd touchdown pass by
the quarterback, Jason Cooperkier.
Unfortunately, the Scots fell
just short in their last game of the
season, 24-1- 2. Wooster's overall
record for the 1990 season was 3-- 7.
sr -4. - fc
last Saturday, Pickett had six
. rAX1' ' tilt
Mark Pickett (92) applied constant pressure to the Denison offense
sacks in Wooster s loss to the Big Red. (Photo by Mike Pepper)
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SPORTS SHORTS
The master ends an illustrious career: Three-tim- e A1I-Ameri- can
Ian Banda finished his Wooster soccer career as the Scots'
all-ti- me leader in goals (74). assists (29), points (171) and shots on
goal (513). Unbelievable. He shattered records set by Key Akin-tnn- de
(1974-7- 7) who bad 64 goals. 139 points, and 307 shots on
goal, and Sta Miller (1965-'6- 8) who had 18 assists.
NCAC soccer kings: Senior Ian Banda was named the NCACs
co-offens- ive player of the year along with Ohio Wesleyan's Matt
Schrader. Sophomore Mphatso Namwali was named the confer-
ence's defensive player of the year.
Even more soccer honors: AB-NCA- C selections. First Team:
Ian Banda and Mphatso Namwali; Second Team: senior Mark Hoff-
man and sophomore Rio Morgan; Third Team: sophomore Galen
Avgerinos. Hoffman was also named the Scots' Most Improved
Player.
Women's soccer honors as well: Women's soccer coach
Nick Cowell was named the NCAC coach of the year. Also, First-ye- ar
Lisa Hall was named the conference's defensive player of the
year. All-NCA- C selections. First Team: Lisa HalL junior Julie
Anderson, and first-ye- ar Barbara Thompson; Second Team: First-ye- ar
Kerri Makar and sophomore Karyn Powers. '
Paryear magic: Senior Phil Puryear finished an amazing Woost-
er football career by setting ten school records. He became the
team's all-ti- me leading receiver wuh 107 catches for 1650 yards and
11 touchdowns, all of which are school records. In addition, he set
the single-seas- on record for touchdowns with seven. Any more?
Yep. He also set records for career kickoff returns (79), career kick-o- ff
return yardage (1694). kickoff returns in a season (42). kickoff re-
turn yardage in a season (834), punt return average in a season, and
FINALLY, punt return average in a career (10.5). That's it
More football tidbits: Junior tailback Brian Grandison rushed
for 1J035 yards this past season. It was his second consecutive
ljDOO-yar- d season. In 1989, he ran for 1,009 yards. Here's some
sports for thought. The combined records of five Wooster oppo-
nents (Allegheny, Carnegie-Mello- n, Ml Union. Ohio Wesley an,
and Wittenberg) were 45-4-- 1, with Wittenberg accounting for three
of losses.
Field hockey honors: All-NCA- C selections. First Team: Jun-
iors Carissa Conner and Clara Mitchell, and senior Venda Walter;
Third Team: First-Ye- ar Lisa Ostermueller and senior Pam Metz.
Speaking of Metz. she broke her 1988 record of 218 saves with 251
this past season.
Volleyball honors: Senior Carolyn Bare was designated First
Team AB-NCA- C
Women's basketball: Plays
at home on Tuesday
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13
Coach Hart, along with assist-
ants Brenda Shelley and Thorn
Clark, have been working to im-
prove the team's inside game and
defense.
They're looking to play a run-
ning, more aggressive defense.
After they return from the tour-
nament this weekend, the Lady
Scots will be at home Tuesday
night, November 20, against
Flair Travel
346 E. Bowman (near McDonald's)
264-650- 5
$5.00 Savings
Off Airfare and Packages
with Student ID
Registered Ohio Travel Agent TA0305
Some rules and restrictions apply.
- n
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Swim team ends week of winning
Jen Pope
Voice Sports Writer
The swim team had a busy
weekend, starting off with a dual
meet against Division JJ team
Ashland, followed on Saturday by
a double dual meet against Mount
Union and Findlay.
The women wrapped up the
weekend with three wins, swim-
ming mixed lineups all weekend.
Starting with an outstanding vic-
tory against Ashland the women
"established that they are a strong
team with depth," according to
head coach Keith Beckett.
Some of the outstanding individ-
ual performances of the meet were:
the first place finish by Shelly
Green in the 1000 yard freestyle;
Tammy Behringer's first place in
the 200 yard free; Katy Schnell in
the 100 yard free and Heather
Johnston in the 100 yard breast-strok- e.
Several of the relays had come
from behind finishes including; a
second place finish in the 400 yard
medley relay anchored by Wendy
Freeburn and a first place in the
400 yard free relay anchored by
Laura Miller.
Beckett also said that the divers
played an important part in the
meet especially top Wooster fin
Hungerford breaks pool record
Jen Pope
Voice Sporta Writer
Sophomore Tom Hungerford,
from Shaker Heights, did not start
swimming until his first year of
high school Though you would
not have guessed last Saturday
when he broke the pool record in
the 1000 yard freestyle, adding an-
other record to his long list.
According to Head Coach Keith
Beckett, "Tom is one of the
strongest male swimmers in the
history of men's swimming at
Wooster."
He has proved this many times
in the past, especially when he
shaved 25 seconds off his time in
the mile to take sixth place in the
nation with a 16:06.49, last year
at the NCAC Division III Cham-
pionships.
Tom has always been a hard
worker, but he never lets practice
become dull for himself or anyone
else. Beckett says he is a pleasure
.
to coach and he is always encour-
aging others lo work harder.
He is also a leading member of
the team. He is currently co-capt- ain
of the men's team with
isher Jen Clement.
On Saturday, the women contin-
ued their domination by easily de-
feating both Mount Union and
Findlay. This meet also had sev-
eral outstanding swims including:
Laura Miller and Kelly Allen dom-inati- ng
the sprint freestyle events
and Green taking first in the 200
and 500 yard freestyle.
Kaihy Behringer easily won the
200 yard butterfly. Schnell and
Lynn Whipkey demonstrated
Wooster depth in the 200 yard
backstroke with Schnell placing
first and Whipkey placing second
against Findlay and third against
Mount Union.
Again, the divers played an im-
portant part in the meet with Cle-
ment and Anne Bryant placing
third and fourth consecutively on
the one meter board.
The men's team knew that Ash-
land was a strong team going into
the meet and so. according to
Beckett, they "approached the meet
as a preparation for Saturday."
Many of the men swam in non-traditio- nal
events on Friday. Bill
"the diver" Kanzinger stood out in
the meet by winning both one and
w three meter diving.
The men dominated on Saturday
producing two victories. They ap-
proached the meet with a much
Tom Hungerford celebrates after his victory in the 1 000 yard
freestyle against Findlay and Mt. Union. Hungerford broke the
Wooster pool record with a time of 958.33. (Photo by Mika Peposr)
Brian Vereb.
Tom's goals this year are "to do
better than last year and to im-
prove his times." He says place is
not important to him as long as
he does well. .
Beckett is confident that be will
reach those goals and "continue
his contributions throughout the
season and at nationals in the dis
stronger lineup then on Friday.
The most outstanding perfor-
mance of the weekend was a new
pool record in the 100 yd freestyle
by Tom Hungerford with a time if
9:58.38. The old record of
10:00.47, had been standing since
1988.
Brian Vereb and Mark Groynom
paired op for a first and second
place finish in the 200 yard frees-
tyle and Vereb produced a surprise
with a victory in the 200 yard fly
with a 2:05.
Other outstanding performances
included:
.
Andrew Schultz's first
against Findlay and second against
Mount Union in the 50 yard free;
Doug Kiley's similar performance
in the 200 yard backstroke and
Kanzinger's second place finish
against Findlay in both the one
and three meter diving.
'According to assistant coach
Ken Plusquellec, the coaches "are
pleased with the way the men's
team is developing... they are
much further ahead of what we an-
ticipated at the beginning of the
season."
The men have another difficult
.meet tomorrow when the swim
team travels taCass Western Pre-
serve for their first conference dual
meet.
tance free."
Tom shouldn't mind swimming
so much distance as he claims that
"training long distance keeps
him virile."
Tom says that one of the rea-
sons he likes to swim is because
he likes the way his hair acts with
the chlorine.
Lion's Cross Country:
KcIIcy goes to Nationals
Beth Blakemore
Voice Spots Writer
At the regional cross country
championships the Scots pot to-
gether their "best team perfor-
mance of the year." but fell victim
to poor meet management, accord-
ing to coach Dermis Rice. '
. He said. "They just listed us as
three individuals and we ran a team
of seven." Because of this mis-
take, the final team results did not
count for Wooster.
First-plac- e Calvin College and
second place Hope College, will
advance from this meet, which
.
was held on November 10 at Hei-
delberg College, to the national
meet in Grinnell Iowa.
Also traveling to Iowa' for na-
tionals
v.
is Wooster's Jason KeHey,
.
who qualified as an individual with
.-
- Seninr Rob Noble tallowed Kl--
ley, completing the 8K course in
27:41 and finishing in 12th place.
"Out of my .si years working
with distance runners at Wooster,
Rob Noble ran one of the most
jj 213VBT1 mssj . ?- -
i i iianj TOi 3VT32 -
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That's why you
competitive races I've seen. It
capped off a successful career,'
commented Rice on the senior's
last cross country race.
The course proved to be a chal-
lenge in itself. As the harriers zig-
zagged through the "broods" and a
grass field, they waded through a
creek four times. Heavy rain the
night before raised the creek's wa-
ter level and transformed the woods
into a giant mud bath. '
Junior Mike Rachita plowed
through the mud to finish in 28:44
and 40th place. He really made a
big jump from the conference meet
and is set up real well for track and
cross country next, year," said
Rice. . i .
Rice was also pleased with the
performances : of. first-ye- ar Adam
'Kiss and sophomore Kevin Cava-naug- h,
who completed their JJrst
-- itlPSSiOOURxseajoiinain adr
cjnSpbQjnflrJo&-McBur- n
ofirst-yeaf- jf Wheeler, jSpaulding
wrapped up the top seven with
competitive efforts on this nippy
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Trying to stretch ddhis when
you're (Bmputa shopping doesn't mean
you're willing to mate sacrifices.
should considertne neaSbrdabteMacmtcsh
Women finish strong fifth
Shade Whitesel
Voice Sports Writer
The women's cross country team
bounced back from their disap-potnti- ng
fourth place finish at the
conference meet two weeks ago to
finish a very strong fifth at, they
NCAA regional meet, which repre-
sents more than twenty teams.1 '
'The women utterly vanquished
Ohio Wesleyan by 52 points, re-
venging the conference loss,' but
could not quite catch Kenyon, who
beat the Scots by 18 points. Cal--
t
nished only 37 points behind Cal-
vin, who is ranked 12th in the na-
tion."
The rain from the night before .
made the codrse a literal mud pit
land the athktesencounteredin some
.
places treacherous mud up to their. .
'ankles. Plus, they , had to run
'through a 15-fo-ot river twice. As
coach Rice said. This is real cross ,
country, like what I had to run,
ton." . , ; s ,. ..
'. He continued on a more serious ".
note. Teamwise, the weather al
;yin College won the overall Cham- - '-orie- ntated team and this was defi-pionsh- ip"
'while Mount'
.
Union nitely a strength course.
rjfaced second. '
,
...
Coach Dennis Rice commented,
During the last two' years, we've
made a big jump and are now com-
peting on the NCAA!leveL We'C--
most helped us. We are a strength--
"It's a big credit to the maturity
level and professionalism of-thi- s,
'team that we were able to bounce
back after conference like we did."
Auditions for Puflie Victorious by Ossie Davis
Where: Schoolroy-iTheatg- r y"A .mm ru: inoh.dmi i frdx r.-- &.
" K ; y 'Performance: February 199r
'.. Scenes available" in thai secretary's office M , rTreedlander or Scheide
Needed-H-Blac- k male, 3 Black females, 4 White males '
It has everything you reed-iid- uc a rn
RAM, and a 4(kneg3byte hard disk. Just plug everything in and the Macintosh Classic is ready
to run, because the system software is already installed! And, thardes
oornputer's legendary ease ofuse, youH be up andninranginnotirne.
like every Maxintceh, the Qa can run
work in the same, consistent way so once you'vtlean one progran you're weD
way to learning them al And this is one cheap roommate that doesn't have titxiie sharing.
Tre Are SuperDrrv-stard- ard equipment with every adntC6h reads torn and
writes to Marintosh, MS4XK, OS2, and Apple Jrk disks, wtikii rrcam
irifcrmatjon with someone who uses a diSereiu ipe ofcomputer.
See the Macintosh Classic foryoursdt It! cha your mind arxwt cheap rr
in Regionals
The top four women all ran out-
standing races to shine on the
cloudy day. Beth Blakemore, miss-
ing the qualification for the nation-
al meet by only a few places, led
the Scots with her supurb effort of
12th place overall with a time of
20:27.
Her teammate Karen Aeberli fol-
lowed right behind in 16th place
and 20:33. Susan Louis and Anna
, Scherzer worked together and both
ran very competitively, coming
across the line in 21st place
(20:46) and 22nd place (20:48) re-specti- vely
Susan Roberts (22:13 and 63rd
place). Shade Whitesel (22:40 and
77th place) and Carolyn Kiss
(23:12 and 83rd place) completed
the seven on the team.
tfUm Gampm. kK. twOxi and "Tt
For further information contact
David Waluse, Ext. 2245
in Taylor Hall Room 311
O. TlierxjwertobeyourbesL"
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1991 An Camnm Tnril
Student Art Exhibition
January 20 --
February 20, 1991
The College of Wooster
Art Museum
Open to all students.
Entry forms
are available at the front
desk
in the Art Museum.
Submissions due
December 12-1- 4.
Call extension 2495 if
you have any questions.
Representative!
Louis Stokes
visit has been
rescheduled
for December 6i
and 7th
He will speak
on Thursday,
December 6 at
7:30 in McGaw
A Celebration of
Thanksgiving
featariag the
College of Wooster
Gospel Choir
with special guests
The Cleveland Heights
High Gospel Choir
&
The Wright Family
Singers
Friday, November 16,
McGaw Chapel
8:15 PM
Caaned aad dried foods will
be collected in
coajaactioa with the
WCWS food drive.
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230 North Buckeye
New Stylist Special
$2.00 off cut with coupon
$5.00 off perm or highlighting
For appointment with Rose
Call 264-466- 1
Caribbean Tan
42912 E. Liberty
(next to Dino's)
Wooster
263-466- 6
1 Month Unlimited - Only $29.95
f -
Carpet pafta'
itinmhi interiors
FLOOR AND WALL COVERINGS
ART AND ACCESSORIES
10 OFF REMNANTS WITH COW ID
262-155- 7
6840 LINCOLN WAY EAST
ztjz Arcnts Interrcstionnl
We're witbyxm all the ivay.
LOWEST AIRFARE
GUARANTEED
Our policy states: "Unless otherwise specified
by yon. Travel Agents International will get you the
lowest published airfare available on regularly
scheduled domestic airlines at the time of ticketing
or will reimburse you the difference."
We also guarantee delivery of your ticket.
West High Plaza
1430 West High Street
Orrviile, Ohio ' 44667 r
Orrville: 682-344- 0
Nationwide: 800-445-73- 36
'
.
Reg. TA0933
It's 7 p.m.
Tomorrow is your roomie's birthday and you forgot to get a present
The bookstore may be closed but Sue's Hallmark is still open.
COLLEGE HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
ALWAYS OPEN 9 TO 9, SUNDAY 11 TO 6
fU? rS V C 1 1 (Asfwn? II (Je&smkh
. 'ijrJ5 -- "tor
